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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF GUARDIANSHIP/ADMINISTRATION IN
TASMANIA
The Australian Association to STOP Guardianship and Administration Abuse (AASGAA) was
incorporated in 2018. Our Association is independent, self-funded and members include victims
and family members from all States and Territories with lived experiences and often
silenced/unheard horror stories that show how the inequitable practices of the Tribunals,
Trustees, and Guardians: dating from the 1980s to the present time, Governments have harmed
their citizens, vulnerable persons with disability and their families emotionally and financially in
the best financial interests of self-funded State and Territory Public Trustees and budget bottom
lines.
Upfront, AASGAA raises that the scope of this ‘inquiry’ appears to fail to adequately recognise
the real causes that allow Public Trustee Tasmania to abuse Tasmanian citizens. Concerningly,
like other previous so-called ‘Inquiries’ throughout Australia, it also appears to have the primary
purpose of generating argument for greater funding for the Public Trustee ‘business’ – misleading
readers that enhanced staff training and throwing money at a broken system will protect its clients
from a system and culture that seeks to exploit rather than work in their best interests.
Our submission, highlights both general Public Trustee wrongdoing, and actual case matters
raised to AASGAA regarding Public Trustee Tasmania.
Whilst we respect the opportunity to submit a submission to this Inquiry into the ‘Review of the
Public Trustee of Tasmania’ (herein referred to as ‘Public Trustee’), the Terms of Reference in
this inquiry are narrow and do not do justice to expose the systemic and widespread collusive
abusive system called Guardianship in Tasmania. Therefore, this submission is based on
AASGAA’s experiences and those of victims and their support networks – it is only a general
overview of the types of systemic problems we have witnessed and encountered in which Public
Trustees are one key abuser.
In summary, as a loved one’s health declines in Tasmania, it is often wrongly assumed that the
next of kin or a trusted support person/network will be able to easily step in and provide the
vulnerable person with support and act in their best interests regarding their personal, medical
and financial affairs.
AASGAA’s belief is that Public Guardianship in Tasmania is one of the most abusive
Guardianship forums in Australia – the Public Trustee is a major contributor once they take over
the legal rights and assets of their not ‘Protected Person’ but client/victim.
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The reality is that there is fierce competition to take over vulnerable personal and financial
decision-making rights and when the Tasmanian Crown takes over a citizen’s rights, liberties,
and assets, and becomes an abuser, there are no independent review avenues, nor proper
means for transparency and accountability. The Tasmanian Government should protect not
abuse its citizens and its Laws.

SUBSTITUTE DECISION-MAKING OVERRIDING SUPPORTED
DECISION-MAKING FOR VULNERABLE PEOPLE
Guardianship/Public Administration is claimed to be a protective regime of last resort and the
duty of families, however, in Tasmania Guardianship/Public Administration is a multi-million-dollar
business and vulnerable persons and families are being steered in directions that are profitable
for the Tasmanian Government.
In time, future directions of ‘supportive’ rather than ‘substitute’ decision-making will be argued as
a fairer more balanced formula – be assured abuses will occur under both systems while conflicts
of interest dominate decision-making within Guardianship Tribunals, Public Guardianship and
Administration roles. This inquiry should make recommendations that support, rather than further
remove Public Trustee clients’ decisions – this fairer model is expected to be opposed since such
recommendations would, in some cases, remove government exploitation and limit generational
theft.
Under the colour of law and the legal bypassing of due process, cloaked in secrecy,
vulnerable people and/or their loved ones (even those with capacity) are losing their
decision-making rights by the Tasmanian Government, institutions, organisations, and
other vested interest groups.
Collusive organisations working with the Public Trustee (& Public Guardians and other
organisations) are working in their own financial interests. The system lacks external
oversight and often self-reviews and self-investigates their own decisions and processes.
The process often lacks natural justice and procedural fairness. Any appeals to the
Supreme Court are not only costly and restricted to Questions of Law, but the estates of
the victims are often used against them. Privacy laws and the lack of accountability often
see vulnerable victims deal with the Goliath in this David v’s Goliath battle.
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Please look closely at the Legislation that allows discretionary abuse.
The loop-holes and unwarranted discretionary powers legislated allow injustice and is ‘by design’
not accident. Submissions to this inquiry from individual Tasmanians, in contrast to vested interest
groups, will confirm the Executive arm of the Government, via legislation, funding, and collusive
acceptance, are the creators of this abuse. Vague discretionary capacity laws, substandard
capacity testing, and unqualified professionals assessing capacity (or professionals with conflicts
of interests assessing vulnerable victims) allow the Public Trustee to take financial control.
The Public Trustee often attend Tribunal hearings (and even attend bedside hearings) and
disturbingly are involved in the creation of new legal documents benefitting themselves! Not
surprisingly, hearing ‘Decisions’, often favour the State and are not the best interest of the
vulnerable person. For self-benefit Public Trustees often violate the wishes and legal Wills of their
‘clients’.
The public guardianship system, including Tribunal hearings and Office collusion, far too often
demonstrates lack of procedural fairness and natural justice which taints what is claimed to be
administration of justice and protection of vulnerable citizens.

Guardianship as a whole in Tasmania is a predatory
entrapment process, not a protective arena. It is
‘racketeering’.
For this inquiry to focus solely on the operation of Public Trustee Tasmania, it fails to highlight the
whole abusive process that is Guardianship in Tasmania and why wrongful appointments of
Public Trustee are made possible.
The reality is: sister Departments assist one another in the ‘entrapment’ and ‘capture’ of
vulnerable persons allowing their personal and financial decision-making rights to be taken over
by the Tasmanian Government. The Public Trustee is but one part of the abusive arm of the
Tasmanian Guardianship system, created by previous Tasmanian Governments to benefit the
current Tasmanian Government! Collusion and corruption are allowed to operate while secrecy
and non-accountability applies to the wrongdoings of the abusers – this system does not protect
the victim.
Any excuse can be used to remove a vulnerable person’s decision-making human rights.
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The onset of an illness, abuse or false allegations of abuse, age, a hospital admission, conflicts
or disagreements within their family, the onset of a sudden illness, a decline due to age-related
illnesses, loved ones empowering the State/Territory to care for a vulnerable person, signing up
State/Territory prepared Wills and EPOA (Enduring Powers of Attorney), or an issue or dispute
with a service provider. Free Wills and the National Disability Insurance Scheme are now also a
major concern as exploitation within this arena has created incentives for service providers and
the Public Guardian/Public Trustee to target those vulnerable victims.
Once targeted, often by the Public Trustee working with other vested interest groups, the removal
of decision-making rights is rather quick and simple.
Bedside hearings and Tribunal hearings are often conducted in under half an hour over the phone.
Evidence is often not considered/dealt with, not scrutinised, not questioned but instead, ignored.
What becomes a Tribunal ‘trial for-no-crime’ lacks the due process of a court and tribunal
members are accorded unwarranted/excessive discretionary powers to act as they ‘see fit’;
appeals can only be granted on ‘questions of law’. Many victims are isolated or unduly influenced.
Unfortunately, this cause of entrapment under Public Trustee is outside of the scope of this inquiry
although very important for Tasmanians to be aware of. Appeal and Reviews are a sham, a
façade, since lies, wrongdoings and errors are not investigated nor come with any consequences
to the offender. AASGAA raises that often Governments inquire into and look only at the
symptoms, not the cause since they are the cause of those symptoms.
IMMEDIATE SOLUTION: TO REMOVE PRIMARY CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
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1. ‘WHEN’ THE PUBLIC TRUSTEE SEIZES FINANCIAL CONTROL FROM
THE FAMILY AND/OR THE VICTIM
In practice, once the personal and/or financial decision-making has been removed from the
vulnerable person (or family/support carers) the victim and support carers are then ‘legally’
removed from protective roles and decision-making processes. This abuse under Statute includes
removal of viable and/or independent appeal avenues.
Often Public Trustee is chosen as a first resort, often clearly a decision made prior to any
Tribunal hearing. When the Public Trustee is appointed – Administration decisions often disregard
the protected person’s best interests over conflicting interests of aged care facilities and other
organisations. No matter how this rhetoric is spun, families/support persons’ opinions are usually
removed from this process when not in the best interests of the Public Trustee.
Tasmania’s Public Trustee has become an unaccountable and unmonitored organisation that has
destroyed the financial lives of many, over many decades.
Administrators and the Public Trustee take control of victims’/vulnerable persons’ assets and legal
decisions such as:
➢ Cash
➢ Income, Compensation Payments, and Social Benefits
➢ Estates and Real Estates
➢ Inheritances
➢ Life Insurance
➢ Legal Decisions and contracts
➢ Superannuation
➢ Share Portfolio
➢ Personal Belongings and more…all the income and assets

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATORS ARE GIVEN FULL CONTROL OVER THE
DECISIONS INVOLVING THE VULNERABLE PERSON’S ESTATE.
PROTECTED BY THE GOVERNMENT, THEY MAKE ALL THE
INVESTMENT DECISIONS AND IN EFFECT, LIFE SAVINGS AND
ASSETS BECOME AN OPEN CHEQUEBOOK.
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The estate assets are often treated as belonging to the Public Trustee, not the client. Often funds
are not directly used for the care and enjoyment of the individual, bills are left unpaid, rates and/or
mortgages are not paid, and properties are left to ruin or are mismanaged to justify their sale.
Charges, fees, and commissions are often excessive and unjustified by the services and
management provided.
Once under the Public Trustee, vulnerable victims and/or their families are denied proper financial
statements, refused the right to participate in a financial and legal decision affecting their estates
and lives. Consistently, financial and legal decisions are made without any input by the ‘client’ or
family. We have evidence of groups such as Public Guardian and Public Trustee working
‘together’ abusing and neglecting vulnerable people, depleting their estates, forcibly
institutionalising them, isolating them from trusted care (even euthanising them against their
expressed directives). Those ‘clients’ with capacity are treated as having no capacity when
beneficial to the Administrator (or Guardian or Government).
This imbalance of power is too great, it is abhorrent and a serious human rights crime. The Crown
turns a blind eye while State revenue benefits.
A major asset of many estates, and hence a common target, is the client’s property which is sold
prematurely and often unknown and/or against the wishes of the vulnerable person and their
family. Control over sentimental and personal contents can be misused to intimidate or bully their
victims.
Social security benefits are often reduced or eliminated due to decisions made by Administrators
that are not in the best interest of the vulnerable person – instead decisions are being made in
the best interest only of the Public Trustee or State.
Conflicts of interest dominate. Again, health, legal and financial decisions are being made in the
interests that benefit the State. Often limiting access or cost-cutting by denying or not seeking
access to essential services and benefits available. These Public Guardianship tactics can
provide huge advantage to State budgets both in income and expenditure reductions.
Liquidated assets under Public Trustee Administration are often placed in high-risk share
portfolios, high-risk strategies not financially feasible for elderly people, and often as a result
estate are decimated either by bad mismanagement, fees and commissions or legal fees. Unlike
what is recognised as a violation under an EPOA, in some Public Administration arenas,
Government money can be ‘mixed’ in the Common Fund investments with clients’ money – Public
Trustee administered clients have no real say in where or when investments are moved while
conflicts of interests can dominate Public Trustee decision making.
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Examples show clients’ funds unwisely being placed in high-risk investments at times of falling
bear markets or placed where administration fees exceed income streams.
Fraud, no matter the offender, is not being acted on as a criminal offence and is being treated as
‘civil’ in nature – blatantly turned a blind eye to when involving a Public Trustee’s improper actions
or inactions. As criminal actions against a Public Trustee requires the Department of Public
Prosecution (DPP) to prosecute we have yet to see any evidence of these occurrences (selfprosecution within Offices of the Attorney-General or prosecution by the Crown against the
Crown).
Under law a Public Trustee Administrator becomes ‘the person’ and in practice can act as they
see fit with little to no consequences, even when ignoring the long-term core wishes or best
interests of the person. Families and victims can be denied financial statements and/or invoices
to back up any charges – many peoples’ life savings and entire Estates are decimated in a very
short time.
Financial reporting is sparse and often errors ignored or hidden - systemic fraud by the Public
Trustee is sanctioned and not acted on as criminal violations by our elected Governments. In
practice, so-called independent watchdogs are neither ‘independent’ nor ‘watchdogs’ when
Government Offices are implicated – instead acting more like blotters than protectors.
Any attempts to remove a Public Trustee are fiercely protected by Tribunals and challenged by
sister Offices under the State/Territory’s Attorney-General’s Department. Funds of the vulnerable
person are even used by the offender/s against their victim’s legal protection! ‘Client’
representation is also often denied. Publicly funded and well-resourced State/Territory Crown
Solicitors protect the Government abusers before seeking Rule of Law, enforcing their own laws,
or protecting citizens. While abuses do occur under private administration, the imbalance of power
is far less than when a client or family challenges a government administrator. If beneficial to the
Government this can trigger a Tribunal to protect an abuser or appoint a new abuser; most often
its sister Office of the Public Trustee.
Conflicts/challenges

by

victims

and/or

vulnerable

persons’

loved

ones

are

often

instigated/encouraged by Administrators as this allows the Administrators to be given Tribunal
immunity or opportunity to ‘crank up’ the billable hours leading to a quicker decimation of the
victim’s estate. Too often we see Lawyers and Administrators ‘feeding off’ the assets of a
vulnerable or so-called ‘protected’ person’s estate.
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Crimes that are exposed during Tribunal ‘trials’ are often ignored when it suits the public
authorities to initiate or engage in ‘questionable’ behaviours. Provision of false or misleading
evidence to a Tribunal appears to have only detrimental ramifications against justice and the
victim.
If the States and Territories were to apply Rule of Law, an independent investigation under many
laws including Elder Abuse laws and various Crimes Act arguably would expose Government
offenders that kidnap, abuse, rape, or obtain property or money by deception. AASGAA questions
why exceptions are within passed legislation that protect Government decision-makers from error
and wrongdoing against citizens? Why Statute can override offences under Criminal Law?
Tasmania should recognise that in today’s world, burying Public Trustee maladministration or
wrongdoing no longer guarantees Governments from public scrutiny – even problematic Public
Trustee administration files denied access under Freedom of Information and even if protected in
State Records for 60 years matters can eventually come to media/public attention.
A common impediment to exposure of Public Trustee maladministration and mismanagement of
‘client’ Estates throughout Australia is Government protection against transparency and
accountability of Public Trustees! Evidence includes protection within the Attorney-Generals’
Departments and up to and including Parliamentary level.
.

Below we include a document, provided by an AASGAA member, highlighting that GAB does
exclude adult children (in this case both siblings) from Tribunal hearings and ignores adult
children’s requests for access to Public Trustee financial administration details about their
disabled mother’s estate including the Transcripts of those Orders and review of that
Administration.
As a matter of principle, AASGAA questions; “Who does GAB’s application of Sections 69(1) and
86 of the Act in such a non-transparent manner really protect”?
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A BRIEF SUMMARY FOLLOWS COMMON COMPLAINTS AASGAA RECEIVES
ABOUT THE PUBLIC TRUSTEES.
•

‘FEE FOR NO SERVICE’ AND FEES FOR SUBSTANDARD SERVICES

•

PUBLIC TRUSTEE WITH OTHER GROUPS SUCH AS SOCIAL WORKERS
ARE SIGNING UP VULNERABLE PEOPLE TO NEW LEGAL DOCUMENTS
SUCH AS WILLS AND POWERS OF ATTORNEY IN VULNERABLE
SETTINGS EVEN WHEN THE VULNERABLE PERSON HAS BEEN DEEMED
TO HAVE LOST CAPACITY

•

FREE WILLS ARE BEING ENCOURAGED AND SIGNED UP BY
VULNERABLE PERSONS IN VARIOUS SETTINGS, OFTEN ALONE, AND
THE DETAILS OF THE ‘FREE WILLS’ ARE NOT EXPLAINED

•

VULNERABLE PEOPLE WHO CANNOT READ OR WRITE, OR FOR WHOM
ENGLISH IS A SECOND LANGUAGE, ARE ENCOURAGED BY THE PUBLIC
TRUSTEE TO SIGN UP TO NEW LEGAL DOCUMENTS FAVOURING THE
PUBLIC TRUSTEE

•

THOSE WITH SPECIFIC DISABILITIES NOT SUPPORTED (EG. HEARING
IMPAIRED NOT ALLOWED ACCESS TO AN AUSLAN INTERPRETER) OR
PROVIDED INDEPENDENT ADVOCACY

•

OVER INFLATED ASSETS AT THE ENTRY-LEVEL TO OVERCHARGE
INITIAL CAPITAL FEE CHARGED

•

ASSETS AND/OR LIABILITIES OF THE ESTATE NOT RECORDED

•

THE PUBLIC TRUSTEE WORKING WITH PUBLIC GUARDIAN TO
INSTITUTIONALISE VICTIM TO SELL THEIR PRIMARY HOME
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•

LIQUIDATING ASSETS AGAINST THE WISHES OF THE PERSON/FAMILY

•

SELLING PROPERTY PREMATURELY/UNDER MARKET VALUE

•

RESTRUCTURING ESTATES TO BENEFIT STATE REVENUE

•

INVEST IN HIGH-RISK SHARES OR INVEST IN A PORTFOLIO NOT IN
LINE WITH MARKET EXPECTATIONS AND THE AGE OF THE INDIVIDUAL
INVESTMENTS NOT GENERATING FAIR INCOME

•

SELL OR DESTROY PERSONAL ASSETS

•

LEAVE REAL PROPERTY BEING LEFT IN DISREPAIR

•

FORM COLLUSIVE RELATIONSHIPS AND ARRANGEMENTS WITH REAL
ESTATE AGENTS, AGED CARE, GROUP HOMES, AND OTHER SERVICE
PROVIDERS AND ORGANISATIONS. THE VICTIM FEELING
DISADVANTAGED, HELPLESS, LEFT OUT OF DECISION-MAKING

•

STRATEGICALLY ONLY WORK WITH SOME FAMILY MEMBER/SUPPORT,
IGNORING OTHERS AND ITS CLIENT’S INTERESTS

•

DO NOT PAY RATES, MORTGAGES, BILLS AND DEBTS, AGED CARE
BONDS OR DAILY ACCOMMODATION PAYMENTS IN TIME OR AT ALL

•

DENY VICTIMS FUNDS FOR DAILY LIVING

•

VICTIMS LEFT HOMELESS AS THEY HAVE BEEN DENIED THEIR OWN
AVAILABLE FUNDS

•

DEBTS AND FINES INCURRED BY THE PUBLIC TRUSTEE
ADMINISTRATION PASSED ONTO THEIR CLIENT/S

•

DO NOT EXPLAIN DEDUCTIONS OR AUDITED UNUSUAL COSTS
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•

PAYMENT OF UNRELATED BILLS OR FOR SERVICES NOT PROVIDED

•

DO NOT EXPALIN DISCREPANCIES AND NON-DISCLOSURES IN UNIT
PRICING

•

MALADMINISTRATION, ACCOUNTING AND LEGAL ERRORS

•

‘CLAW BACK’ PREPAID FUNERALS AND OTHER PREPAYMENTS

•

CHARGE EXCESSIVE FEES ON INCOME AND CAPITAL ASSETS AND
SALES

•

IGNORE THE WISHES OF THE PERSON AND DENY INPUT INTO AFFAIRS

•

DENY VICTIM REPRESENTATION OR USE OF THEIR OWN FUNDS FOR
LEGAL REPRESENTATION

•

REFUSE TO SEND STATEMENTS TO VICTIM/FAMILY

•

FAIL TO PREPARE TAX RETURNS

•

CHANGE WILLS AND POWERS OF ATTORNEY

•

ORGANISE HEARINGS WHERE VICTIMS ARE NOT NOTIFIED OR ARE
NOTIFIED AT THE LAST MINUTE

•

OUTRIGHT LIE, DO NOT EXPLAIN REASONS FOR DECISIONS OR
ACTIONS, IGNORE AND DELAY RESPONSES

•

DO NOT RESPOND TO CALLS

•

DO NOT VISIT THE CLIENT

•

DO NOT RESPOND TO WRITTEN CORRESPONDENCE
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•

REMOVE FAMILY FROM THE PRIMARY RESIDENCE

•

CHARGE CARERS/FAMILY RENT FOR THE USE OF FAMILY PROPERTIES

•

PUBLIC TRUSTEE HAVE NOT RENTED PROPERTY OR HAVE REMOVED
TENANTS TO DEPLETE LIQUID ASSETS AND INITIATE ARGUMENT FOR
SELLING THE PROPERTY

•

HAVE TAKEN LEGAL OR OTHER ACTION AGAINST SUPPORT OR LOVED
ONES AGAINST THE CLIENT’S EXPRESSED WISHES AND CORE WISHES

•

HAVE APPLIED TO THE FEDERAL COURT TO DISSOLVE TRUSTS,
BUSINESSES AND CHANGE PROPERTY TITLES AND TENANCY
ARRANGEMENTS ON TITLES

•

HAVE INVOLUNTARILY SEPARATE COUPLES

•

DO NOT ASK THE CLIENT HOW TO MANAGE THEIR MONEY

•

DO NOT PROVIDE DOCUMENTATION IN THEIR NATIVE LANGUAGE OR
TO CATER FOR THEIR DISABILITY

•

SLANDER AND INAPPROPRIATELY REPORT TO OTHER
ORGANISATIONS

•

REFUSE TO WORK WITH ADVOCATES ASSISTING THE CLIENT

•

DO NOT INVESTIGATE ALLEGATIONS OF PAST FRAUD, THEFT AND
ABUSE

•

HIDE AND DESTROY EVIDENCE OF GOVERNMENT OFFICE
WRONGDOINGS

•

FALSIFY EVIDENCE, DOCUMENTS AND FINANCIAL RECORDS
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•

IGNORE EMAILS AND LETTERS FROM VICTIMS, FAMILY, OTHERS

•

REDACT OR REFUSE ACCESS TO DOCUMENTATION

•

CHANGE MAIL ADDRESSES

•

DELAY REPORTS, ASSESSMENTS ETC.

•

INTIMIDATING THE VULNERABLE PERSON/VICTIM
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2.

THE MISUSE OF VICTIMS’ FUNDS AGAINST THEMSELVES!

This abusive but ‘legalised’ practice was raised earlier: AASGAA witness that Public Trustees in
many States/Territories, including Tasmania, are causing extreme financial harm and distress to
families when a husband or wife, mother, or father becomes incapacitated and vulnerable.

A common example - If the family home is in the sole name of the incapacitated person who is
placed in a ‘care facility and the Trustee/Guardians become involved, the Trustees will attempt to
remove the remaining family members, including young children from the home, to sell it even
when against the owner’s wishes or intention in their Will. Under the guise of protecting a
vulnerable person from abuse, Public Trustees are interfering with family agreements, treating
families like businesses, and forcing them to become involved in ‘legal process’ when only to the
Public Trustees’ benefit, even if that action disregards long standing and previously accepted
agreements.

1. Family agreements are often challenged as are property arrangements and legal
documents.
2. Many victims cannot afford the fight and give up. The victim and family become
legally, financially, mentally, and emotionally exhausted.
3. Marriages and partners have been physically separated to allow Public Trustees to
gain access to the vulnerable victims’ estate.

Conflicts of interest are rampant within all State/Territory Public Guardianship business models.
Respectfully, will this inquiry seek safeguards for clients as actively as it will seek increased
funding and profits for its Public Trustee Government Business Enterprise?
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3. NO RECOURSE, NO JUSTICE” – TACTICS TO SILENCE ALL
If capable, a step victims (including family/support) may consider taking is an appeal. There are
many obstructions in seeking justice and discouraging appeals. For instance:
➢ Appeals can only be on questions of law and not fact or the merits of a case;
➢ Inadequate or restrictive time restrictions on appeals exist;
➢ The financial cost of appealing is often out of reach for cash strapped family/victims;
➢ Vulnerable victims have been denied representation or their own funds denied to appeal;
➢ Often Crown solicitors represent the Public Trustee while their victims often are afforded
no representation;
➢ In most cases, the appeal is directed back to the original Tribunal to self-review!

Many victims or loved ones do not have the luxury of time, strength of technical/legal
understanding needed to carry on the fight against abusers.
This inquiry should recognise in most State and Territory Guardianship systems, they are
designed and implemented so that individual Estates under Public Administration are unlikely to
ever be independently audited. A Public Trustee is often given the excessive discretion to selfreview its own financial administration or even to charge a fee for alleged self-auditing (that does
not occur)! It is not uncommon to see blatant fraud and abuses ignored or covered up in the
complaints processes. A Tribunal’s periodic review/formality is, in practice, just a sham. There is
no real avenue to appeal disciplinary processes nor member indiscretion.
Frustrated, angry, upset and in desperation, many vulnerable persons and their loved ones post
their plight on social media or other social platforms; only to face legal threats and retribution,
stalking or using a carriage to menace charges, fixation threat charges, or threatened with
restricted visitation rights or permanent isolation from their loved one.
Vulnerable victims have even fled interstate or overseas to escape the Public Trustee, leaving
their estates behind. Some have suicided, others are forced to comply with/accept their newly
restricted and/or incarcerated lives.
Families financially, emotionally, physically, and mentally are destroyed fighting the system –
vulnerable persons and loved ones always paying financially and health-wise. At this point, it is a
vicious circle, and often the only escape many vulnerable victims feel, is death!
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4. “DEATH” OF THE VULNERABLE PERSON
Public Administration ends at the time of their “Protected” Person’s death. Following Probate, a
Public Trustee’s default on settlement is not able or financially viable to be reviewed by an
Executor of the Estate. At this stage, it is not uncommon to see the Public Trustee and others
attempt to deplete estates to get as much of what remains even after the death of a vulnerable
victim. Without recourse a Public Trustee can extort further fees to disclose or provide records
belonging to the estate – placing barriers to the access of problematic records of their
administration blunders and maladministration. In all cases we have witnessed, a Public Trustee
of one State or Territory will accept the financial administration reports of the other at face value,
without investigation – even when financial statement integrity is being challenged or evidence
has been provided discrediting the hand-over reliability.
If the Public Trustee has ‘somehow’ become the Executor of a client’s Will (either because a Will
is declared invalid, or the victim had nominated the Public Trustee as Executor or conflict between
Executor’s of a Will) or the vulnerable person was ‘signed up’ to new legal documents they had
no real understanding of; including when unwell, or even when dying, the nomination of the Public
Trustee sets up what can become a nightmare for family and beneficiaries.
Again, conflict at this stage is privately welcomed by the public executor, as any conflict,
generates more and more fees for the Public Trustee, Administrator, or Executor. Conflict is often
encouraged by turning family/beneficiaries against each other.
AASGAA has witnessed the Public Trustee challenge perfectly valid Wills on the behalf of a living
vulnerable person against siblings, partners, and other beneficiaries (even in the absence of any
conflicts) to acquire as much of the estate and charge the estate as much as possible. Cases
have been dragged out for years and decades even decimating estates or forcing exhausted
beneficiaries into giving up.
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5. GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS
Because of the limiting scope of this inquiry, AASGAA’s recommendations below have
unfortunately been restricted to Public Trustee involvement and not the whole guardianship
system which relies on Tribunal influence.

1. Valid Powers of Attorney prepared when the person had capacity (or assumed to have
had the capacity and no evidence exists to contradict as such) should not be revoked.

2. Administration by the State or other vested groups should be a last resort when no
suitable family or support exists.
3. No application for Administration by Public Trustee organisations, institutions,
strangers, abusive relatives, next of kin should be entertained without a valid probative
reason.
4. Flexible and valid family arrangements and long-term informal arrangements should
be left in place if operating in the interests of their loved one: means for assistance
should be discussed/given to support persons or families if the vulnerable person becomes
challenging due to their medical condition. Public Trustee’s actions that override/ignore
previous informal arrangements that had been working in the best interest of a vulnerable
person should be treated for what Public Trustee’s actions are, i.e., Government
opportunistic exploitation of citizens though extreme power imbalance.
5. Powers of Attorney prepared and signed under suspicious circumstances should be
investigated and criminal charges laid. This includes where Public Trustee staff have been
accused of signing up vulnerable people in vulnerable settings or environments to new
Powers of Attorney. The Public Trustee should be appointed only as an Administrator by a
Federal Court Judge via a court order and all interested parties notified of said proceedings.
6. The service of providing a ’Free Will’ service with questionable conditions needs to
cease. There are serious allegations levelled at the Public Trustee signing up vulnerable
people to legal documents such as Wills in questionable circumstances and in times where
doubts are surrounding the capacity of the individual. The Public Trustee should be
appointed only as an Executor of a Will by a Federal Court Judge via a court order and all
interested parties notified of said proceedings.
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Powers of Attorney and legal documents prepared in vulnerable settings should be banned
outright and the Public Trustee scaled back severely as their commercial business ‘interests’
conflict with their social justice role.
7. Conflicts or disputes between family members should not justify the removal of all family
members from acting as Administrators or be overridden in the interests of the Public
Trustee and State/Territory. Family members acting in the best interest of their loved one
should not be denied the ability to fully support and protect their loved one.
8. EPOA preparation needs to be strictly prepared and checks & balances in place as
these documents are powerful and can be open to abuse and exploitation.
9. The legal ability to override or revoke Powers of Attorney needs to be explored
further. At present, powers of attorney can be revoked by law firms or anyone for that
matter, even after a medical assessment declares a person to lack capacity. Tribunals can
override an EPOA. Without medical justification, legal basis and even without stepping into
a courtroom.
10. Bedside Guardianship hearings (usually involving the Public Trustee) without notifying the
next of kin or family must cease.

11. If Powers of Attorney and Advanced Care Directives do not exist, then the next of kin
should be deemed as a decision-maker, not overridden by the Public Trustee unless shown
to be unfit in a proper Court of Law.
12. Supported decision-making adhering to the United Nations Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities should always be adhered to by the Public Trustees and be
legislated and enforced. Vulnerable people and their support/families should be an integral
part of the decision-making process regarding their income, estate and buying and selling
of the primary home and any other financial and legal decisions.
All interested parties should receive up to date financial statements and have the right to
question transactions and receive a prompt/proper reply.

13. Advocacy. A vulnerable person with incapacity should not have private one on one
dealings with the Public Trustee that has legal ramifications without an independent
advocate/family present.
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The advocate/family should be fluent in the language of the vulnerable person (or have the
ability to communicate and relay the wishes of the vulnerable person.)
14. Symptoms of illness (i.e., aggression towards the carer) should not be an excuse for
the Public Trustee to remove ALL appropriate/trusted family members as
Administrators; nor should conflicts dealing with service providers and public guardians
regarding the care of a person.

15. Allegations of undue influence submitted by the Public Trustee needs to be tested
and verified beyond a reasonable doubt. We see this argument often used by the Public
Trustee as a reason to remove good honest family/carers and often the Public Trustee
allegations are without evidence or fact, untested and often clearly not in the best interests
of the person but instead in the interests of the Public Trustee.

16. The long-term financial core wishes and behaviours of the vulnerable person should
always be ascertained then compared with the currently expressed wishes of the vulnerable
person.
17. Children with disabilities legally becoming adults. The most distressing stories are those
related to children, especially when the loved ones turn 18 years of age. Parents often are
then removed as Guardians/Administrators without real justification and control is given to
Government or NDIS providers with conflicts of interest. Parents of children, now adults,
should be allowed to continue caring for their loved ones and, if necessary, continue being
their child’s guardians/administrators.
18. A nationally recognised and accepted standard of testing to assess capacity is
urgently needed. Issues that need to be cemented into law to strengthen the independence
and quality of capacity assessments: The qualifications of the assessor, the capacity tests
used (mini-mental tests are screening tests, not detailed capacity tests), the environment in
which the testing is undertaken, the medications the vulnerable person is currently taking
and the cultural background of the vulnerable person is all-important. Capacity testing must
include behavioural, cognitive, and emotional reasoning.
Short term illness and/or physical disability is often mistaken/misused for evidence of mental
functioning incapacity. Issues that need to be addressed/weighted in capacity reports
include the person’s ability to retain, understand, weigh up risks and consequences and their
right to communicate their wishes in any manner to the best of their ability.
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We are hearing of reports of Public Trustee staff, social workers and occupational therapists
assessing the capacity of vulnerable people in vulnerable settings. Where bed costs initiate
Public Hospitals and social workers actions that deny patients their rights and liberties –
including to be placed into aged care over their wish to return to their own home where they
previously coped independently or with support.

We have witnessed patients (including their families/support carers) being threatened with
Tribunal intervention unless they comply to accepting Aged Care placement. Often this
forced action is the State/Territory’s Government’s financial interests, not in the patients’
financial, psychological/emotional, social, other best interests.

19. AASGAA believes that vulnerable persons and their loved ones/families should have
the

right

to

seek

independent

second

medical

opinions

to

challenge

Guardianship/Administration Orders. Relationships between other vested interest groups
connected to Administrators need to be publicly addressed. It is not uncommon for the Public
Guardian and Public Trustees to select doctors and other providers who will side with them
against the person, family, and support people.
20. A deep concern by AASGAA regards vulnerable migrants and those for whom English is
a second language. This group is particularly vulnerable as many ‘fail’ standard capacity
testing and even basic mini-mental tests not because the individual lacks capacity but due
to cultural differences.

21. The least restrictive options need to be detailed in capacity tests as global? substitute
decision-making in financial and legal matters is currently the default outcome. For
instance, many people can pay their own home bills but lack higher-level decision-making
regarding legal affairs. Supportive roles under Administration could include areas involving
more complex Financial and Legal matters – the risk depends then on the failures of
integrity, ethics and intent of the supportive decision maker when these matters become
substitute decisions not in the best interests of the person. Currently under Public Trustees
Administration there is no truly independent oversight that has no conflicting interests.
22. Administration charges and yearly fees need to be capped and limited. Transparent,
affordable and sustainable Administration is the bare minimum particularly when forced
upon a person.
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When no family or trusted support is available Administration of last resort must demonstrate
a competitive fee for service where Legal fees and administration costs do not deplete lifelong savings and family estates.
Funds are currently NOT being used for the care of the vulnerable person just profiting the
Administrator. It is not uncommon to see an estate decimated by administrative and legal
fees. Some vulnerable people needing financial management will require government
assistance – AASGAA believes the Public Trustee model has proven it may only have a
place when assets are below a $10,000 threshold – and then only for free. These areas of
discussion need to be fully investigated and examined. A new safer approach without Public
Trustee entertained that has strict mandated costings instituted. An approach less open to
exploitation by Administrators and legal firms who have a financial interest to continually
encourage conflicts and issues. Many submissions by Tasmanians will further clarify the
individual charges and fees that need to be reviewed and goes beyond our general purpose
of this, our submission.
Arguably, Public Trustee’s throughout Australia have past their useful purpose – when
created there was no alternative in the Federation. Centrelink could, at no cost to its clients,
take over a large part of bill payment services currently charged for by Public Trustees …
there are solutions without Public Trustees, should the State and Territory Governments
choose to put their citizens best interests first. AASGAA respectfully assumes this ‘inquiry’
has little interest in investigating that scenario as it reduces an easy money revenue stream.

23. AASGAA believe matters of Administration need to be heard in a court of law, not a
Tribunal setting.

The framework and legislation of Administrative Tribunals, by their very nature, can create
injustices especially against the most vulnerable and weakest in society. Please recognise
Tribunals (often described as ‘Kangaroo Courts’), and members of a Tribunal, cannot be
compared to qualifications of Magistrate in a Federal Court of Law, where if accessible,
Justice could be afforded to a victim of State and Territory Guardianship abuse.

24. Administration mismanagement causing disadvantage/s and great distress: clients
or beneficiaries should be able to address/fight such in an affordable legal forum.
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AASGAA have repeatedly witnessed Public Trustees profiting by the premature or
unjustified liquidating of Estate assets intended to be Willed to (or passed on to
beneficiaries). While the accountability of Administrators for this generational theft has case
law, the possible financial loss compensation comes too late and at too high a cost. Tribunals
need to be stopped from authorising their Public Trustees to financially disadvantage
Estates by selling family homes, shares and other assets intended for beneficiaries. Urgent
Federal legislation is needed to prevent the unwarranted targeting/sale of family
homes/assets by Public Trustees for State or Territory financial benefit.

The State and Territory PUBLIC GUARDIANSHIP SYSTEM IS NOT SALVAGEABLE.
AASGAA strongly recommends Guardianship matters commence in a FEDERAL court
arena (to remove possible views of apprehended bias, conflicts of interests, and wilful blindness
of members) with an appeals process in place and hearings subject to:

▪ Court rules. Rule of Law and evidence. Facts are crucial in determining the truth as
currently untested allegations can and are being accepted. Court rules and practices alone
will eliminate many of the Guardianship abuses currently occurring in this arena;
▪ Oath swearing and severe penalties for administrative offences;
▪ Our recommendations on Powers of Attorney and Advance Care Directives. These
recommendations should be legislated and adhered to by the presiding Judge;
▪ Defamation proceedings. Those caught defaming a victim or vulnerable person should
be subject to defamation proceedings;
▪ Vexatious claims dismissed and applicant subject to fines and legal criminal offences;
▪ Judicial Members with life tenure and no links to the State/Territory Attorney-General
hearing matters;
▪ Procedural fairness such as the right to reply, notification of the hearing and limitations
of discretion by the Judicial Member;
▪ Matters dealt with in an inquisitorial fashion rather than adversarial;
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▪ Hearings held in a public forum;
▪ Vulnerable victims allowed access and use of funds from their estate to access legal
representation;
▪ Limit Administrator’s use of the vulnerable victim’s funds against them in a court
proceeding;
▪ Transparency. Apart from the vulnerable persons’ name and identity, all other procedural
matters should be deemed public and available online for public viewing. Unwarranted
suppression orders to be banned. Media allowed to report on matters and only hide the
identity of the protected person;
▪ Criminal matters referred to police. Any possible issues of a criminal nature to be
referred to the police for investigation including elder abuse by individuals, organisations
AND Governments: elder abuse should be a criminal offence, not treated as a civil matter;
▪ Changing of Wills and Powers of Attorney after capacity loss can only be addressed in
the Supreme Court;
▪ Involuntary Separation. We are seeing the Public Trustee actually legally separate
couples after capacity loss of one spouse. This practice has serious ramifications for the
victim and the vulnerable family and should only be undertaken if a process of divorce was
in the court at the time of capacity loss.
▪ Dissolving Trusts, Businesses and changing property title structures.
▪ True Transcripts and recordings to be made available to the vulnerable person and
those participating in proceedings at ‘no cost’. Vulnerable victims and/or their
families/support should be allowed to record proceedings.
25. Elder abuse is being treated as a ‘civil’ matter in ‘civil’ Tribunals. AASGAA seeks the
application of the use of the Criminal Codes or Acts in each State/Territory to investigate
allegations of abuse, exploitation, and neglect on anyone including white-collar
professionals, aged care and group facilities, etc. as well as Public Trustees.
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26. Education in Elder Abuse and tactics used by abusers needs to be exposed to the
general public and an awareness program that anyone including (but not limited to) Public
Trustee staff organisations, white-collar professionals, or institutions can be an elder abuser.
Families/support should be directed to psychologists specialising in cult tactics and
psychological tactics like trauma-based bonding, Stockholm syndrome, love bombing,
isolation, a siege mentality, and other dependency tactics.

27. Legal abuse needs to be discussed/exposed as Public Trustees are charging
exorbitant fees to vulnerable persons attempting to regain their rights. This system
has become a legal nightmare for many but a profitable and growing business area for law
firms. Legal firms are recommending large financial outlays for legal actions that have no
likely solution to the challenging matter. The Public Trustee uses the funds of the victim to
keep them entrapped in the system. Often the Public Trustee denies or hides legal costs
charged to the Estate.

28. AASGAA supports the removal of institutions self-investigating and self-assessing
their members for misconduct. A separate body needs to evaluate cases of misconduct
eliminating conflicts of interest from the State/Territory. Self-investigation/self-review by
various organisations leads to injustice; “Caesar judging Caesar”.
There are many issues and complaints that need urgent actioning and often these matters
are ignored or not investigated or actioned on. There needs to be consequences for inaction
and major issues uncovered. Transparency and accountability are essential especially when
dealing with our most vulnerable. Most Professional bodies self-assess their members and,
as an AASGAA member witnessed, often these organisations send a standard letter
ignoring in some cases possible serious crimes.

There is no independent body to examine these serious corruption issues. This, and other
state and territory government abuse must be addressed urgently at a federal level.
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6. SUMMARY
Generally, Governments have lost the trust of their citizens. We can no longer afford to
have institutions in Australia that ignore the Rule of Law. The Guardianship system is open
to abuse of power, corruption, collusion and there is no transparency and or
accountability. AASGAA argues that Governments must enforce the law no matter who the
violator happens to be – that Governments must demonstrate a willingness to provide
transparency and accountability when they are the offender. Only then can trust be
regained.
The scope of this inquiry appears to seek the ‘appropriateness’ of a framework or protected
actions of their Public Trustee, predicted without first determining if existing powers are
appropriate – AASGAA raises the appropriateness of an Office that has complete control over the
life and decisions of vulnerable persons, without essential stringent checks and balances, an
Office that repeatedly demonstrates violations under law and of clients’ human rights.

The State, Territory and Federal Governments and vested interest groups will fiercely argue
against changes to the Public Trustee as this business model generates not only $millions in the
acquisition of estates nationwide to the States/Territories but results in massive savings for the
Federal Government (and tax advantages) in the $multi-millions by denying access to essential
services and benefits.

Evidence, hopefully will be provided by individual Tasmanians to this inquiry, will confirm the close
working arrangements of these various so-called independent groups with the Public Trustee,
influencing legislation and working in sync to overpower vulnerable people. The Public Trustee is
a bureaucratic, inefficient organisation that needs to be dismantled or have its role scaled back
severely and a new model needs to be created that supports ‘supportive decision making’,
targeted to an individual’s needs and under an Administration Order that is truly ‘of last resort’.
Respectfully, AASGAA offers to discuss directly with this inquiry’s Committee suggested avenues
to consider that are pro-active rather than reactive – avenues that could initiate real positive
changes. Rather, than repeat other States recommendation blunders that just ‘kick-the-can’ down
the road and if made would continue to make Tasmanians some of the most abused in Australia.
Sincerely,
AASGAA, the ‘Australian Association to STOP Guardianship and Administration Abuse’.

